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Abstract: 
Aim  To evaluate effect of videos in reducing the anxiety of patients undergoing dental treatment 
Objective  To provide videos to reduce anxiety in patients undergoing dental treatment 
Background  Dental anxiety is highly prevalent among patients. As the result of this anxiety most of the patients delay treatment. 
Soothing videos have been documented to improve patient compliance and also helps in reducing anxiety. Hence this study is carried 
out to evaluate if videos help in reducing anxiety amongst dental patients. 
Reason for the project To evaluate if videos have an impact on reducing the anxiety  of dental patients undergoing  treatment 

INTRODUCTION 
In general patients are scared of dentists,  because of  which 
they develop stress and associated problems, ultimately 
resulting in delay of treatment, and related complications 
etc. Anxiety is characterised by symptoms such as 
palpitations, sweating, shivers, shortness of breath. 
Anxiety activates the sympathetic nervous system leading 
to a variety of physiological responses,such as tachycardia, 
sweating, increased oxygen consumption, hypertension, 
which can worsen the situation of the patient. In addition, 
anxiety can  have a negative effect on a patient's clinical 
outcomes such as treatment refusal and reduced tolerance 
to  pain . So many dentists have tried audio visual videos, 
ambient lighting, counselling,play area for kids, to reduce 
the anxiety in patients and to increase their cooperation 

towards the dental procedures. Videos  and interactive 
games for Kids appear to be most effective, whereas music 
therapy and Internet programs, ambient 
lighting,counselling are proven to  be less  effective. 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 
For this research the sample size is taken as 60 they are 
divided into control group and test group each group    of 
30 patients. Patients in the test group are asked to watch the 
soothing videos displayed on the tv and then  a 
questionnaire is given to them to assess the anxiety   in 
patients. Patients in the control group the videos are not 
shown to them and they are given a questionnaire to check 
levels of anxiety without watching videos. T- Test and chi 
test 

RESULTS 
Control Group Correlations 
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Test Group Correlations: 
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CROSSTABS 

DISCUSSION 
This study had been selected because of reduced literature 
that evaluated the effects of videos on dental anxiety of 
patients in the waiting  hall. In the present study analysis 
was done over  sixty patients.reduction in anxiety can be 
related to the type of videos being displayed. However, 
further research is required with greater sample size 
involving more ways to reduce anxiety in  patients.. 

CONCLUSION . 
From the results obtained it is proved that displaying the 
videos in the waiting hall of the dental clinic does not 
considerably reduces the dental anxiety in the patients 
undergoing dental treatment, displaying some other type of 
videos and songs and interactive games may show positive 
effect in reducing anxiety in   patients and improved 
prognosis of the  treatment. 
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